
 PHYSIX : THE NEW MODEL FOR TRANSPARENT 
DEMOCRACY IN CONTEMPORARY COSMOPOLITAN 
WORLD
“Transparency in Government leads to reduced corruption”

                                                                         ------------JULIAN ASSANGE

The growth and expansion of global civil society as a phenomenon in the 1990s seemed closely 
associated with a major shift in cultural and social values that took hold in most developed 
market economies in the 1970s. This shift saw a change in emphasis from material security to 
concerns about democracy, participation and meaning, and involved, among others, a formation 
towards cosmopolitan values such as tolerance and respect for human rights. These values 
facilitated the cross-national spread of social movements around common issues that escaped 
conventional party politics, particularly in Europe and Latin America, and led to a broad-based 
mobilization in social movements, with the women’s, peace, democracy and environmental 
movements the best examples of an increasingly international ‘movement industry’. Not only in 
the West, but also in growing parts of Asia and Latin America, Africa and the Middle East, 
today’s generation are the children of the internet, the mobile phone and cheap air travel – the 
‘globalization Generation. Thus our mission at Physix is to make democracy more transparent 
and  inclusive. 

GLOBAL GOVERNANCE, PHYSIX AND Q VOTE

Global governance is a purposeful order that emerges from institutions, processes, norms, formal 
agreements, and informal mechanisms that regulate action for a common good. In the absence of 
a single authoritative institution or world government structure, global governance is comprised 
of elements and methods from both the public and private sectors. These basic elements include 
agreed upon standards, evolving norms based on shared values, and directives issued and 
enforced by states. Methods of global governance include harmonization of laws among states, 
international regimes, global policy issue networks, and hybrid institutions that combine 
functions of state agencies and private sector organizations. The concept of global governance 
raises two sets of, as yet, unresolved issues. One has to do with claims of the legitimate exercise 
of authority, the other with democratic values. In contrast to theories of governance at local and 
national levels, a social contract between citizens and institutions of global governance has not 
been developed sufficiently to constitute a sufficient basis for legitimacy. In its current 
conception, global governance implies democratic governance. However, the reliance on 
scientific and professional bodies to set standards, rules, and procedures, on bureaucratic 
agencies of the state to implement policies, and on voluntary organizations to monitor 
compliance, none of which are based on democratic principles of representation or equal 
participation, raises questions about the compatibility of democratic values and the concept of 
global governance. So we have to understand how should q vote and physics help global 
governance and civil society

Thus at Physix  what we are doing is to propose a model of Q vote or quality vote. It enhances 
the role of voting system in a democracy. It talks about not just yes or no but also you come to 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/economics-econometrics-and-finance/harmonization


know the repercussions of writing a yes or no.  Physix will devise through the medium if the 
decision taken on any possible politica , economic or social issue, is good, bad or neutral. Any 
issue can be represented through colored triangles, squares and circle. It would make even most 
difficult issue seem simple and explainable to a 5 year old. Voice of minorities and the last 
individual can be or as more aptly put must be heard. A democracy can be enriched by Physix 
and q vote. Physix will lead to increased transparency, thus further the notion of democracy 
worldwide. No individual or group can now be cheated and truer version of democracy can be 
displayable through simple diagrams.

  · 

 Q-vote Gray Scale

The grey scale has a different function. It is used to spot what the user thinks is true or 
false about any information, survey, or enquiry and it is ranged as a scale of 0. 1. The 
black square can be used to give direction to the movement of the cursor when the user 
wants to answer a question in the affirmative or in the negative as the case may be. For 



example, if a user wants to rate a piece of information as false on Q-vote app, he 
simply has to move the black square to the extreme left (white region); and if he is rating 
it as true, he has to move it to the far right. A piece of information or question can also 
be rated as inaccurate somewhere in the middle.

(White is false/0; black is true/1)

SAPIEN SPEAK

 
Sapienspeak is a method to quantify human feelings in a format that can be interpreted by both 
humans and computers.

How bad is bad?
How good is good?

Numbers are infinite, words have infinite combinations of adjectives and adverbs.

Every experience is subjective, relative, and temporary, but can all be described as negative, 
neutral or positive. -,0,+

Given a spectrum of color, an individual can record their own relative assessment of any feeling, 
psychological or physical.

With grayscale indicating quantity and direction of expression, an experience can be captured in 
a codified format similar to a QR code.

Q logic



The extension of this standard would be a digital assistant that knows what you like and could 
make decisions based on what you determine to be the highest quality outcome.

For business, any finite set of information could be compressed into a single byte: a color that 
corresponds the relative quality to you personally.

Instead of meetings, phone calls, dozens or hundreds of reports and spreadsheets, all can be 
summarized as: red, bad news, green, okay news, purple, good news.

The most valuable asset is time, when feelings of humans are integrated with the strengths of 
computers, the result is quality time.

          Sample school report cards:
This report card shows what a student is most likely to become 
in future, her interests , is he interested in academics, sports, 
what kind of attitude child has towards different issues.



           



              

WORLD POLITICAL SYSTEMS AND HOW PHYSIX LOOKS AT IT

Autarchy means authoritarianism so is lowest red. Socialism is not all positive for 
individual rights so can lead to collective domination, and is depicted as red.Anarchy 
is a society being freely constituted without authorities or a governing body. It may 
also refer to a society or group of people that entirely rejects a set hierarchy. 
Anarchy was first used in English in 1539, meaning "an absence of government". It 
leads to culture and freedom so shifted in blue.

Democracy is the power of people with individual rights to people so in violet.



Thus red color in government would reveal negative side, green would be neutral, 
while violet would be positive.

 Conclusion: Thus physix can help from academis, to government organizations 
and global governance eg UN. Physix like Cosmopolitanism is the idea that all 
human beings are members of a single community. ... The idea encompasses 
different dimensions and avenues of community, such as promoting universal 
moral standards, establishing global political structures, or developing a 
platform for mutual cultural expression and tolerance. Thus Physix can help in 
unifying the world and look after issues like corruption ,democratization, 
transparency etc. t can also help in pharmaceutical industry and space 
technology. There is an unprecedented opportunity for community collective 
choice, whereby citizens who are affected by a set of governing rules can help 
to select and frame policy, rank spending priorities, and can, in partnership with 
their local government representatives.Such mechanism may help in 
strengthening social audit.For example, citizens can directly give suggestions 
to the government and physix can for sure through its colored bars help in 
democratizing the world.




